
SAILING INSTRUCTIONS 

Alberg30 Parade of Sail - 50th Anniversary 

 Annapolis Harbor 

August 9th, 2014 

Rules: 

- All parade participants will obey the prevailing USCG and Annapolis Harbor rules while 

navigating their vessels. 

- Commodore’s boat will lead the parade displaying the A30 class flag. 

- 2nd boat in the Parade will be “Muskrat” with our 50th Anniversary Chairman on board. 

- Other boats to fall in line by the NSHoF dockage position number to facilitate our post Parade 

dockage at NSHoF piers. 

- All officers to fly their respective club office burgees. 

- Vessel propulsion by motor only.  All participants are to maintain a safe distance with the 

vessel in front of them while traveling in a single file.  

- Parade boats to be dressed with the appropriate signal flags. 

Communications: 

- Participants to monitor VHF channel “72” for any on route instructions and communications 

with the other boats. 

Emergency Safety Boat: 

- During the parade “GLORY” will be on station to provide assistance to the parade boats if 

required. 

- Use VHF channel “72” to communicate with Spence Jeffries (410-991-0417) or Bob Leigh (443-

386-7837) who will be aboard. 

Parade Route: 
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Schedule of Parade Events: 

- 1100 – 1145 Pickup passengers at NSHoF 

- 1150 – 1200 Assemble boats for parade off the USNA seawall 

- 1200 – 1300 Parade (Twice around the harbor per chart above*) 

- 1300 – 1400 Dock/Raft at NSHOF per Dockage Plan 

- 1400 – ???  “Open Boat”/Food/Drinks @NSHoF Docks 

*Maybe shortened to once only dependent on overall timing of the first pass (ch 72) 

Insurance: 

- Alberg 30 One Design Association is not responsible for any damages or liabilities during this 

event as Parade participants do this completely voluntary and they assume all the 

responsibilities for themselves and their vessels. 

Awards: 

- Parade participation Plaques to be awarded to each boat dockside at the NSHoF after the 

parade.  

Protests: 

- John Maliszewski 410-353-8115 or Jim Mennucci 410-254-5975. 

 


